Intelligent All-Wheel Drive cannot prevent collisions or provide enhanced traction in all conditions. Always monitor traffic and weather conditions.  

1 Intelligent All-Wheel Drive cannot prevent collisions or provide enhanced traction in all conditions. Always monitor traffic and weather conditions. 

2 Use feature only when safe and legal. Compatible device and data plan required. Requires compatible device, connection to data network, and pre-registration. See Owner's Manual for details. 

3 Requires compatible Bluetooth® technology device and a data plan. See Owner's Manual for details. 

4 To activate, vehicle must be on for the Easy-Fill Tire Alert to operate. 

5 Bulletproof® is a registered trademark of Bulletproof Safety, Inc. 

6 Roadside Assistance available for period of 36 months/36,000 miles from the date the vehicle is delivered to the first retail buyer or otherwise put into use, whichever is earlier. 

7 Blind Spot Warning cannot prevent collisions and may not detect every object or warn in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before changing lanes. 

8 If you have to use the feature while driving, exercise extreme caution at all times to fully attend to vehicle operation. Compatible smartphone required. Do not operate unless the driver's attention to the road is not impaired. 

9 Use the text messaging feature after stopping your vehicle. 

10 Dynamic Control cannot prevent collisions due to abrupt steering, carelessness, or dangerous driving techniques. It should remain on when driving, except when freeing the vehicle from mud or snow. See Owner's Manual for details. 

11 Nissan Intelligent Mobility moves you one step ahead. In cars that feel like an extension of you. 

12 Nissan Sentra® or any other Nissan vehicle. The Nissan names, logos, product names, feature names, and slogans are trademarks owned by or licensed to Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. and/or its North American subsidiaries. 

13 Intelligent Around View® Monitor cannot eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner's Manual for safety information on compatible CPPs. Rear view monitor is designed to assist you in locating objects behind the vehicle. 

14 Nissan 360° Around View® Monitor is a system that integrates four cameras to provide a virtual composite 360° view. 

15 Intelligent Safety Gold Package cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 

16 Brake Assist cannot make a collision improbable, but it may help you stop sooner in some situations. Always monitor your vehicle speed and your surroundings. 

17 Dynamic Control cannot prevent collisions due to abrupt steering, carelessness, or dangerous driving techniques. It should remain on when driving, except when freeing the vehicle from mud or snow. See Owner's Manual for details. 

18 Roadside Assistance available for period of 36 months/36,000 miles from the date the vehicle is delivered to the first retail buyer or otherwise put into use, whichever is earlier. 

19 Nissan Intelligent Mobility moves you one step ahead. In cars that feel like an extension of you. 

20 Nissan 360° Around View® Monitor is a system that integrates four cameras to provide a virtual composite 360° view. 

21 Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners. Always wear your seat belt and please drive responsibly. 

22 Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status. 

23 RearView Monitor may not detect every object and does not eliminate the need for the operator to look around, as the vehicle rearview mirror provides a greater area of view behind the vehicle. 

24 Nissan 360° Around View® Monitor is a system that integrates four cameras to provide a virtual composite 360° view. 

25 Nissan 360° Around View® Monitor is a system that integrates four cameras to provide a virtual composite 360° view. 

26 Does not detect people or cargo. Always monitor all traffic signs and obey all traffic laws. See Owner's Manual for details. 

27 Intelligent Brake Support cannot prevent collisions or provide enhanced traction in all conditions. Always monitor traffic and weather conditions. 

28 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

29 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

30 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

31 Genuine Nissan Accessory Roof Rail Replacement Parts, Genuine Nissan Accessories for the longer of 12 months/12,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Nissan New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Terms and conditions apply. See dealer, Warranty Information Booklet, or nissanusa.com for full details. 

32 Rear Cross Traffic Alert may not detect all vehicles. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 

33 Intelligent Blind Spot Warning cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 

34 Intelligent Forward Collision Warning cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 

35 Lane Departure Warning cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 

36 Intelligent Forward Collision Warning cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 

37 Intelligent Forward Collision Warning cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 

38 Murano® or any other Nissan vehicle. The Nissan names, logos, product names, feature names, and slogans are trademarks owned by or licensed to Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. and/or its North American subsidiaries. At nissanusa.com. 

39 Intelligent Blind Spot Warning cannot prevent all collisions and may not detect every object or warn in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 

40 Intelligent Lane Intervention and Lane Departure Warning only operate when lane markings are visible. Always ensure your vehicle is properly secured in child restraints, booster seats, or seat belts according to their size. Air bags will only inflate in certain accidents. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 

41 Intelligent Blind Spot Warning cannot prevent all collisions and may not detect every object or warn in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 

42 Intelligent Blind Spot Warning cannot prevent all collisions and may not detect every object or warn in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 

43 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

44 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

45 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

46 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

47 Intelligent Blind Spot Warning cannot prevent all collisions and may not detect every object or warn in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 

48 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

49 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

50 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details. 

51 Intelligent Emergency Call cannot eliminate hazards and may not detect every object. Object should always turn and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for details.
Your life deserves a better crossover. Ever wonder what the difference is between good and great? Good is fitting in. Great is standing out. Like the 2021 Nissan Murano, a 5-passenger premium crossover you can’t take your eyes off of. But greatness is more than stylish looks. It’s the confidence of available Intelligent All-Wheel Drive and the connectivity of Apple CarPlay for your compatible iPhone. This is technology that moves you like never before. This is the 2021 Nissan Murano.
Available Heated Front and Rear Outboard Seats
Available Semi-aniline Leather Appointments
Available Dark Wood Finishes
Front and Rear USB-C Ports

Design is in our DNA

It’s what inspires us, beginning with available dark wood-toned finishes and semi-aniline leather-appointed seats. Emotion is further illuminated by the available Dual Panel Panoramic Moonroof that lets in natural light, providing a large view above. And with front and rear USB-C ports, everyone can enjoy fast charging.
Seamless connectivity
People to see? Places to be? Just ask Siri®. Equipped with Siri® voice control, Apple CarPlay® brings your contacts, favorite messaging apps, Apple Music® playlists, Apple Maps, and more on board to your Murano. Simply plug in your compatible iPhone® and go.², ³

Talk to Google on Android Auto™ and get things done with your voice so you can keep your focus on driving. Easily send messages, get directions, control media and more. Just say, "Hey Google" or long-press the voice control button on your steering wheel.², ⁶

Intelligent All-Wheel Drive
Murano’s available Intelligent All-Wheel Drive adapts to changing conditions, helping you get a better grip for the situation.¹ The system can automatically switch from 2-wheel to 4-wheel and back, for optimal fuel efficiency and confidence on the road.¹

Standard Nissan Safety Shield® 360
Imagine feeling confident in most any situation. With a suite of six standard Safety Shield® 360 technologies, the Nissan Murano is looking out for you all around. This is additional peace of mind you can enjoy with every 2021 Murano.⁷, ⁸

Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection⁹
Rear Automatic Braking¹⁰
Rear Cross Traffic Alert¹¹
Blind Spot Warning¹²
Lane Departure Warning¹³
High Beam Assist

Motion Activated Liftgate
Hands full? Just kick under the rear bumper to open the available Motion Activated Liftgate, without reaching for a key or juggling whatever you’re carrying.¹⁴

Intelligent Around View® Monitor
Keep your pride and rims intact. The available Intelligent Around View® Monitor makes parking easy with a virtual composite 360° birds-eye view of your Murano. You can select from split-screen close-ups of the front, rear, and curbside views for a better look. It also gives you an on-screen warning when it detects moving objects near your vehicle. We’re looking at you, shopping cart.¹⁵, ¹⁶

Imagine feeling confident in most any situation. With a suite of six standard Safety Shield® 360 technologies, the Nissan Murano is looking out for you all around. This is additional peace of mind you can enjoy with every 2021 Murano.⁷, ⁸

Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection⁹
Rear Automatic Braking¹⁰
Rear Cross Traffic Alert¹¹
Blind Spot Warning¹²
Lane Departure Warning¹³
High Beam Assist

Motion Activated Liftgate
Hands full? Just kick under the rear bumper to open the available Motion Activated Liftgate, without reaching for a key or juggling whatever you’re carrying.¹⁴

Intelligent Around View® Monitor
Keep your pride and rims intact. The available Intelligent Around View® Monitor makes parking easy with a virtual composite 360° birds-eye view of your Murano. You can select from split-screen close-ups of the front, rear, and curbside views for a better look. It also gives you an on-screen warning when it detects moving objects near your vehicle. We’re looking at you, shopping cart.¹⁵, ¹⁶
CHOOSE YOUR COLOR

- Pearl White Tricoat  
- Brilliant Silver Metallic  
- Gun Metallic  
- Boulder Gray Pearl  
- Sunset Drifter ChromaFlair  
- Gun Metallic Boulder Gray Pearl  
- Deep Blue Pearl  
- Brilliant Silver Metallic Pearl White TriCoat  
- Magnetic Black Pearl  

CHOOSE YOUR INTERIOR

- S | SV | SL | PLT
- Graphite Cloth
- Cashmere Cloth
- Cashmere Leatherette
- Cashmere Leather™
- Mocha Semi-Ailine Leather™
- Cashmere Semi-Ailine Leather™

- S | SV | SL | PLT
- Graphite Leatherette
- Cashmere Leatherette
- Cashmere Leather™
- Mocha Semi-Ailine Leather™
- Cashmere Semi-Ailine Leather™

Nissan has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle color. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your dealer.
**CHOOSE YOUR TRIM LEVEL**

**SV** INCLUDES S EQUIPMENT PLUS:

- Intelligent Cruise Control, LED fog lights, Front and Rear Sonar System, Power heated outside mirrors with LED turn signal indicators, Black roof rails, Remote Engine Start System with Intelligent Climate Control, 10-way power driver’s seat, including 2-way power lumbar support, 4-way power front-passenger’s seat, Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, Auto-dimming rearview mirror

**AVAILABLE PACKAGE:**

Special Edition Package

**SL** INCLUDES SV EQUIPMENT PLUS:

- 20" Machine-finished aluminum-alloy wheels, Traffic Sign Recognition, Intelligent Around View® Monitor, Silver roof rails, Power heated outside mirrors with LED turn signal indicators and reverse tilt-down feature, Motion Activated Liftgate, Driver’s seat and outside mirrors position memory, Leather-appointed seats, Heated front and rear seats, Heated steering wheel, Adjustable ambient LED interior lighting, Bose Premium Audio System with 11 speakers, including dual subwoofers, Nissan Door to Door Navigation with Premium Traffic, SiriusXM® Traffic and Travel Link with 3-month trial access, HomeLink® Universal Transceiver

**AVAILABLE PACKAGE:**

Moonroof Package

---

**CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE**

**SPECIAL EDITION PACKAGE**

- PLATINUM INcludes SL EQUIPMENT PLUS:

  Distinctive 20” dark hyper silver aluminum-alloy wheels, Dual Panel Panoramic Moonroof, Climate-controlled front seats (heated and cooled), Semi-aniline leather-appointed seats with diamond-quilted inserts, Smooth leather-wrapped steering wheel, Contrast micro-piping for seat, door, and console inserts, Power-tilt and power-telescoping steering column with memory position, NissanConnect® Services powered by SiriusXM® with trial access to 3-year Select and 6-month Premium Plus packages

**MOONROOF PACKAGE**

- Dual Panel Panoramic Moonroof

---

**Images may show additional available equipment.**
A. Rear Cargo Cover and Carpeted Cargo Area Protector
Keep it covered and keep it protected. (Sold separately)

B. Illuminated Kick Plates
Light up your entrance every time you open the door.

C. Yakima® ForkLift
Give your bike a ride for once.

D. Roof Rail Crossbars
Bring along more cargo and leave space inside to stretch out.

E. Pet Divider
Keep your pet secure behind 2nd-row seats.

F. Stainless Steel Sport Pedals
Step up your style.

G. All-Season Floor Mats
Neither rain, sleet or snow will muck up your Murano.

H. All-Season Cargo Area Protector
Preserve and protect your cargo – and your Murano.

Additional Accessories:
• Carpeted Floor Mats
• Remote Engine Start System
• Portable Cargo Organizer
• Cargo Net
• Hatch Tent
• Impact Sensor
• Wheel Locks
• Clear Rear Bumper Protector
• Interior Accent Lighting
• 20” Satin Black Aluminum-alloy Wheels
• Clear Door Edge Protectors
• Frameless Auto-dimming Rearview Mirror with Universal Remote
• Yakima® SkyBox 16
• Yakima® FatCat EVO 6
• Yakima® JayLow
• Yakima® FrontLoader
• And More

For more information and to shop online for Murano® Genuine Nissan Accessories, go to bit.ly/21Murano-Accys

Turn brand-new into all you

Every Genuine Nissan Accessory is custom-fit, custom-designed and durability-tested. Each one is backed by Nissan’s 3-year/36,000-mile (whichever occurs first) limited warranty (if installed by dealer at the time of purchase), and can be financed when installed by dealer at time of purchase.

CHEOSE YOUR ACCESSORIES

GENUINE NISSAN ACCESSORIES

## Dimensions/Capacities/MPG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSIONS/CAPACITIES/MPG</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>SL</th>
<th>PLAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seating/Cargo</strong>&lt;br&gt;Seating Capacity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fuel Economy</strong>&lt;br&gt;City/Highway/Combined MPG</td>
<td>20/28/24</td>
<td>20/28/24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 2021 EPA Fuel Economy Estimates

- **FWD/All-Wheel Drive (AWD)**
  - **City**
    - 20/24/24 MPG
  - **Highway**
    - 28/28/28 MPG
  - **Combined**
    - 24/24/24 MPG

## Nissan Roadside Assistance

Your peace of mind is on us. For 36 months or 36,000 miles, whichever comes first, your new Nissan is covered for the following:

- **Flat-tire changes**
- **Trip interruption benefits**
- **Jump starts**
- **Tire locksmiths**
- **Emergency fuel delivery**

Follow Nissan on:

Follow Nissan on:

Visit nissanUS.com/murano

PRINTED IN POLAND
Sign up to get the latest on Nissan vehicles, news, and events.

https://www.nissanusa.com/brochures/request-brochure.html